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DAUGHTER OF CROSSHARBOUR DOMINATES
2020 LUMET SHOW
For the third consecutive year, ARQANA joined
up with David Lumet to organise the Lumet
Show, a unique event in Europe.

Guillaume Macaire, Hugo Merienne, Etienne and
Gregoire Leenders, Daniel Allard, Toby Jones,
etc.

Postponed until the end of August due to the
current health crisis, the 2020 edition started
at 9.30am with the presentation of the lots
over jumps. A total of 61 pre-trained two and
three-year-olds were on show, before going
under the hammer in the afternoon.

Following the sale, ARQANA President Eric Hoyeau
said, «First of all, David Lumet and his team should
be congratulated for their perfect organisation and
the well thought out presentation of an extremely
consistent group of young National Hunt horses.
In these turbulent times, it is comforting to see
good market activity supported by the major
professionals in the discipline and jumps agents.”

Final figures revealed 41 lots having changed
hands (69%), up five points, for an average
of €14,440 (an increase of five per cent from
2019), for a total turnover of €605,500 (+16%).
It was agent Joffret Huet that ended the day as
leading buyer, signing for eight lots for a total
of €165,000. The most expensive of these was
MADEMOISELLE APPLE (lot 33), a daughter
of Crossharbour out of a sister to the excellent
APPLE’S JADE and Graded winner APPLE’S
SHAKIRA that was knocked down for €35,000.
A few lots earlier, he had signed the docket
for GOLD FOR LOUISE (lot 23), a daughter
of American Devil out of Listed placed GOLD
FOR TINA, from the family of Group winner
MAX DYNAMITE. She made the second highest
price of the sale at €28.000.
Other National Hunt professionals that
were also active during the day were Mikaël
Mescam, who bought five horses, David Cottin,
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